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Purpose: To compare lobar ventilation and apparent diffusion coef-
ficient (ADC) values obtained with hyperpolarized xenon 
129 (129Xe) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to quantita-
tive computed tomography (CT) metrics on a lobar basis 
and pulmonary function test (PFT) results on a whole-
lung basis in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD).

Materials and 

Methods:

The study was approved by the National Research Ethics 
Service Committee; written informed consent was ob-
tained from all patients. Twenty-two patients with COPD 
(Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease 
stage II–IV) underwent hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imag-
ing at 1.5 T, quantitative CT, and PFTs. Whole-lung and 
lobar 129Xe MR imaging parameters were obtained by 
using automated segmentation of multisection hyperpo-
larized 129Xe MR ventilation images and hyperpolarized 
129Xe MR diffusion-weighted images after coregistration to 
CT scans. Whole-lung and lobar quantitative CT–derived 
metrics for emphysema and bronchial wall thickness were 
calculated. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to 
evaluate the relationship between imaging measures and 
PFT results.

Results: Percentage ventilated volume and average ADC at lobar 
129Xe MR imaging showed correlation with percentage 
emphysema at lobar quantitative CT (r = 20.32, P , .001 
and r = 0.75, P , .0001, respectively). The average ADC 
at whole-lung 129Xe MR imaging showed moderate cor-
relation with PFT results (percentage predicted transfer 
factor of the lung for carbon monoxide [TLCO]: r = 20.61, 
P , .005) and percentage predicted functional residual 
capacity (r = 0.47, P , .05). Whole-lung quantitative 
CT percentage emphysema also showed statistically sig-
nificant correlation with percentage predicted TLCO (r = 
20.65, P , .005).

Conclusion: Lobar ventilation and ADC values obtained from hyperpo-
larized 129Xe MR imaging demonstrated correlation with 
quantitative CT percentage emphysema on a lobar basis 
and with PFT results on a whole-lung basis.

q RSNA, 2016
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ranging from reader-based scoring 
(11), manual segmentation (12), and 
semiautomated segmentation (13) to 
fully automated segmentation (14). 
The feasibility of lobar and broncho-
pulmonary segmental ventilation as-
sessment with hyperpolarized 3He MR 
imaging has been reported in healthy 
volunteers and subjects with asthma 
(15,16). However, methods specifically 
for lobar quantification of hyperpolar-
ized 129Xe MR imaging ventilation and 
ADC values in subjects with COPD 
have not been reported, and it is in 
these patients that regional analysis 
may be of benefit when considering 
their suitability for treatments such as 
lung volume reduction surgery and en-
dobronchial valve placement. The mo-
tivation for this study was to generate 
lobar measurements of hyperpolarized 
129Xe MR imaging–derived ventilation 
and ADC values by using an automated 
analysis tool, which could then poten-
tially be incorporated into the clinical 
workflow for treatment evaluation in 
patients with obstructive pulmonary 
disease. The purpose of this study was 

by permitting direct visualization of the 
lung airspaces. The inherent properties 
of 129Xe may be exploited to regionally 
quantify ventilation and diffusion within 
the lung and enable comprehensive in 
vivo assessment of lung function. Hy-
perpolarized 129Xe MR imaging is safe, 
free from ionizing radiation, and well 
tolerated in small cohorts of healthy 
volunteers and patients with COPD 
who have been imaged to date (4,5).

The pioneering techniques devel-
oped to characterize global lung func-
tion with use of hyperpolarized helium 
3 (3He) MR imaging (6) have been 
translated to hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging (7). Ventilation assessment 
with hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging 
has shown utility in the detection of 
functional abnormalities in a range 
of obstructive lung abnormalities (eg, 
COPD, cystic fibrosis, asthma, and 
bronchiolitis obliterans) (8). High-spa-
tial-resolution imaging of pulmonary 
ventilation is also possible with hyper-
polarized 129Xe MR imaging (4,5,7). 
With wider availability and lower cost 
than 3He, 129Xe MR imaging is a more 
clinically viable alternative and stud-
ies have compared ventilation image 
quality for the two gases (9). Hyper-
polarized 129Xe diffusion-weighted MR 
imaging has also shown utility in the 
assessment of lung microstructure 
(7,10), with elevated whole-lung mean 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) 
values present in patients with COPD 
corresponding to emphysematous tis-
sue destruction.

A variety of ventilation scor-
ing metrics have been developed 
for analysis of ventilation at whole-
lung hyperpolarized gas MR imaging, 
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Abbreviations:

ADC = apparent diffusion coefficient

COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

FEV
1
 = forced expiratory volume in 1 second

FRC = functional residual capacity

%LAA = percentage area with attenuation values less than 

2950 HU

PFT = pulmonary function test

Pi10 = square root of bronchial wall area for a theoretical 

airway with an internal perimeter of 10 mm

PTK = Pulmonary Toolkit

TLCO = transfer factor of the lung for carbon monoxide
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Advances in Knowledge

 n Lobar ventilation and apparent 
diffusion coefficient (ADC) values 
obtained with hyperpolarized 
xenon 129 (129Xe) MR imaging 
showed correlation with lobar 
quantitative CT–derived emphy-
sema (r = 20.32, P , .001 and r 
= 0.75, P , .0001, respectively).

 n Whole-lung hyperpolarized 129Xe 
MR imaging ADC showed corre-
lation with percentage predicted 
transfer factor of the lung for 
carbon monoxide (r = 20.61, P 
, .005) and percentage pre-
dicted functional residual ca-
pacity (r = 0.47, P , .05).

Implication for Patient Care

 n In subjects with chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease, it is pos-
sible to assess lobar contribu-
tions to lung function by using 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR im-
aging–derived ventilation and 
ADC values, and this may be 
useful in patient selection for 
pulmonary intervention and 
treatment monitoring.

C
hronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD) is a leading 
cause of morbidity and mortality 

(1), accounting for a significant eco-
nomic and social burden worldwide (2). 
COPD is characterized by progressive 
airflow limitation caused by a combina-
tion of small airways disease (obstruc-
tive bronchiolitis) and parenchymal de-
struction (emphysema) (1).

The standard method for assess-
ing lung function in COPD is spirom-
etry, which, combined with anatomic 
imaging (computed tomography [CT]), 
can provide structural information. Spi-
rometry alone provides information on 
global lung function, and findings do 
not correlate with patient symptoms or 
survival (3). The provision of an accu-
rate, robust regional imaging technique 
that can help quantify heterogeneous 
disease and treatment responses within 
different lobes of the lung is needed.

Emerging state-of-the-art functional 
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging 
techniques that use gas contrast agents 
include hyperpolarized gas MR imag-
ing, oxygen-enhanced MR imaging, and 
fluorinated gas MR imaging. Unfortu-
nately, despite recent advances in gra-
dient performance and sequence acqui-
sition strategy, none of these functional 
pulmonary MR imaging techniques have 
been adopted into clinical practice.

MR imaging with hyperpolarized xe-
non 129 (129Xe) provides a unique strat-
egy for evaluating regional lung function 
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MR Imaging

All MR images were obtained with a 
1.5-T whole-body system (Signa HDx; 
GE Healthcare). Subjects were fitted 
with a flexible twin Helmholtz quadra-
ture transmit-receive coil (Clinical MR 
Solutions, Brookfield, Wis) resonating 
at the 129Xe Larmour frequency (17.7 
MHz). Images were acquired with pa-
tients in the supine position. After ini-
tial hydrogen 1 (1H) MR localizer images 

Participants underwent baseline 
multimodality imaging at a single time 
point, including hyperpolarized 129Xe 
MR imaging and quantitative CT. Study 
measures were obtained during disease 
stability, which was defined as partici-
pants remaining exacerbation free for 
at least 4 weeks with no change to 
their regular medications before com-
pletion of imaging and PFTs. PFTs and 
imaging were both completed before 
bronchodilator treatment to allow for 
direct comparison. Image analysis was 
performed by three authors (T.N.M., 
X.X., and M.C., with 6 years of clin-
ical radiology experience, a PhD in 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging, and 
a PhD in respiratory imaging, respec-
tively) who were blinded to clinical 
data and PFT results.

129Xe Polarization and Delivery

Isotopically enriched 129Xe gas (80% 
129Xe [Spectra Gases, Alpha, NJ, sup-
plied by Littleport, Cambridgeshire, 
England]) was polarized to 4%–12% by 
means of rubidium vapor spin-exchange 
optical pumping and cryogenically accu-
mulated in 1.0-L doses by using a com-
mercial polarizer (Xenospin; Polarean, 
Durham, NC). Hyperpolarized 129Xe 
was then thawed into a Tedlar bag (Jen-
sen Inert Products, Coral Springs, Fla) 
and the polarization was determined 
by using a polarization measurement 
station (model 1651; GE Healthcare, 
Milwaukee, Wis). Hyperpolarized 129Xe 
was administered by first instructing 
the subjects, who were lying supine in 
the MR imaging unit, to exhale to FRC 
and then inhale the 1.0-L contents of 
the Tedlar bag through 0.95-cm–inner 
diameter Tygon tubing (Cole-Palmer In-
strument; Hanwell, London, England). 
Subjects were then instructed to hold 
their breath for up to 25 seconds for 
image acquisition. In our experience, 
patients with COPD are capable of tol-
erating 25-second breath holds without 
causing image motion artifacts. Study 
participants were provided training and 
instruction for breath-hold imaging, 
performing practice breath holds be-
forehand, to ensure that lung volumes 
were as reproducible as possible for all 
imaging examinations.

to compare hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging–derived lobar ventilation and 
ADC values to quantitative CT metrics 
on a lobar basis and pulmonary func-
tion test (PFT) results on a whole-lung 
basis in patients with COPD.

Materials and Methods

Subjects

The study was approved by the Na-
tional Research Ethics Service Com-
mittee, and written informed consent 
was obtained from all patients.

Between July 2013 and January 
2015, 22 patients with COPD were 
prospectively enrolled from a tertiary 
referral center with the following inclu-
sion criteria: stage II–IV COPD on the 
basis of Global Initiative for Chronic 
Obstructive Lung Disease criteria 
(forced expiratory volume in 1 second 
[FEV

1
] ,80% predicted and FEV

1
/

forced vital capacity ,70%), substan-
tial smoking history (.15 pack-years), 
and age older than 18 years and ability 
to provide informed consent.

Study exclusion criteria in-
cluded the presence of coexistent 
cardiopulmonary disease that pre-
dominated over COPD and might 
confound result interpretation (eg, 
asthma, bronchiectasis, cystic fibro-
sis, lung cancer, uncontrolled heart 
failure, frequent unstable angina, re-
spiratory muscle weakness). During 
the study period, 15 patients did not 
fulfill the inclusion criteria: Six pa-
tients were classified as having stage 
I COPD, three patients had a smoking 
history of less than 15 pack-years, five 
patients had predominant asthma, 
and one patient had uncontrolled 
heart failure.

The final study population included 
15 men and seven women (Table 1). 
The mean patient age (6 standard de-
viation) was 66.6 years 6 7.3 (range, 
52–78 years). The mean age of men 
was 66.7 years 6 7.7 (range, 52–78 
years), and the mean age of women 
was 68.4 years 6 5.2 (range, 57–74 
years). There was no significant differ-
ence in age between men and women 
(P = .62, Student t test).

Table 1

Characteristics of Study Population

Parameter Value

Sex*

 M 15 (68)

 F 7 (32)

Mean age (y) 66.6 6 7.3

Mean pack-years 66.3 6 47.3

Smoking status*

 Current smoker 8 (36)

 Ex-smoker 14 (64)

FEV
1
 (L)† 54 6 17.3

FEV
1
/FVC (%) 43.0 6 11.0

RV/TLC (%) 52.7 6 9.4

FRC (L)† 149.5 6 26.9

TLCO (mmol/min/kPa)† 56.7 6 16.9

GOLD stage*

 II 13 (59.1)

 III 8 (36.4)

 IV 1 (4.5)

Median %LAA‡ 6.4 (1.6, 15.5)

Pi10 (mm) 6.2 6 0.8
129Xe MR imaging–derived  

ventilated volume (%)

72.5 6 14.5

129Xe MR imaging–derived  

average ADC (31026  

m2/sec)

5.2 6 1.4§

Note.—Except where indicated, data are means 6 

standard deviations. FEV
1
 is the prebronchodilator value, 

FRC = functional residual capacity, FVC = forced 

expiratory vital capacity, GOLD = Global Initiative for 

Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease, %LAA = percentage 

area with attenuation values less than 2950 HU, given 

as median (and 25th and/75th percentiles), Pi10 = 

square root of bronchial wall area for a theoretical 

airway with an internal perimeter of 10 mm, RV/TLC = 

residual volume expressed as percentage of total lung 

capacity, TLCO = transfer factor of the lung for carbon 

monoxide.

* Data are numbers of patients, with percentages in 

parentheses.

† Percentage predicted.

‡ Numbers in parentheses are the 25th and 75th 

percentiles.

§ Data are available for only 21 patients.
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developed in our group (18) and is capa-
ble of fully automated lobar analysis of 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation and 
diffusion-weighted imaging. Key steps 
in the pipeline involving PTK are illus-
trated in Figure 1). Regional analysis is 
performed by using image registration 

MR Imaging Analysis

Analysis of hyperpolarized 129Xe MR im-
ages was performed by using Pulmonary 
Toolkit (PTK) (17), an open-source image 
processing kit that runs in the Matlab en-
vironment (MathWorks, Natick, Mass). 
PTK builds on previous techniques 

were obtained, hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
ventilation images were acquired during 
a breath hold of approximately 25 sec-
onds in the anteroposterior direction by 
using a broadbanded two-dimensional 
spoiled gradient-echo sequence. Imaging 
parameters were as follows: 15-mm co-
ronal sections covering the whole lung 
in the anteroposterior direction, 40 3 
40-cm field of view, 96 3 96 matrix 
resolution, 4-kHz bandwidth, 20/4.2 
(repetition time msec/echo time msec), 
and 9° flip angle. Hyperpolarized 129Xe 
MR diffusion-weighted images were ob-
tained by using an interleaved two-di-
mensional gradient-echo sequence with 
two b values (b = 0, 20.855 sec/cm2). 
Imaging parameters were as follows: 30-
mm coronal sections covering the whole 
lung in the anteroposterior direction, 40 
3 40-cm field of view, 96 3 96 matrix 
resolution, 4-kHz bandwidth, 20/13.2, 
and 7° flip angle.

Anatomic proton (conventional 1H) 
MR images were obtained during a sep-
arate 15-second breath hold after both 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation 
and diffusion-weighted imaging. Sub-
jects inhaled 1.0 L of oxygen via a Ted-
lar bag from FRC before breath holding. 
These images were acquired by using 
a multisection balanced steady-state 
free precession sequence, and image 
location was copied from the preced-
ing hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging 
for coregistration purposes. Imaging 
parameters were as follows: 15-mm co-
ronal sections covering the whole lung, 
40 3 40-cm field of view, 128 3 128 
matrix resolution, 125-kHz bandwidth, 
1.2/2.8, and 45° flip angle.

Reproducibility of 129Xe MR Imaging

A subgroup of patients returned within 
6 weeks of initial baseline imaging for 
repeat hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ven-
tilation imaging to enable assessment 
of reproducibility. Reproducibility im-
aging was performed only in patients 
with stable disease who remained ex-
acerbation free since the initial imaging 
examination (n = 11). Reproducibility 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation 
and anatomic proton MR images were 
obtained in the same way as previously 
described.

Figure 1

Figure 1: Schematic of pipeline for regional image analysis with PTK. Regional analysis 

is performed by registering lobar boundaries from CT to proton MR imaging by combining a 

nonrigid method from CT to proton MR imaging with a rigid translation from proton MR imaging 

to 129Xe MR imaging.
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errors associated with small airways, only 
those with an internal perimeter greater 
than 6 mm were included. To avoid po-
tential intersubject bias from different 
airway size distributions, a standardized 
measure for airway wall thickness (Pi10) 
was derived for each subject by plot-
ting the square root of airway wall area 
against the internal perimeter of each 
measured airway (23). The resulting re-
gression line was used to calculate the 
square root of the bronchial wall area for 
a “theoretic airway” with an internal pe-
rimeter of 10 mm within each lobe (24). 
This method has been previously used 
and is described elsewhere (23).

Performance of PFTs

Subjects completed PFTs with a com-
pact plus flowmeter pulmonary function 
testing station (Hypair; Medisoft Group, 
Sorinnes, Belgium) and a body plethys-
mography system (MasterScreen Body; 
Carefusion, Hoechberg, Germany). 
PFTs included spirometry (FEV

1
, FEV

1
/

forced vital capacity) and plethysmog-
raphy (residual volume expressed as a 
percentage of total lung capacity, FRC, 
and TLCO). Individual recordings were 
compared with predicted values from 
standard published data.

Statistical Analysis

A priori analyses were completed to 
evaluate the relationship between im-
aging parameters and PFT results. The 
Pearson correlation coefficient was 
calculated between (a) 129Xe MR imag-
ing lobar parameters and quantitative 
CT–derived lobar %LAA, (b) 129Xe MR 
imaging lobar parameters and quantita-
tive CT–derived lobar Pi10, (c) whole-
lung 129Xe MR imaging parameters and 
PFT metrics, (d) whole-lung quantita-
tive CT–derived %LAA and PFT met-
rics, and (e) whole-lung quantitative 
CT–derived Pi10 and PFT metrics.

For computation of lobar corre-
lation coefficients, data from the five 
pulmonary lobes were included per pa-
tient. For 129Xe MR ventilation imaging, 
110 lobar pairs were included and for 
HP 129Xe-MR diffusion-weight imaging, 
105 lobar pairs were included. All in-
ference (P values) were completed on a 
per-pair, not a per-patient, basis. P , 

The automated algorithm for CT 
lobe segmentation combines a Hessian-
based filter for detecting pulmonary 
fissures with anatomic cues from seg-
mented lungs, airways, and pulmonary 
vessels. This method is robust to small 
vessels crossing the lobar boundary, re-
quires no training or previous data, and 
is robust to incomplete fissures (21).

Registration between the CT and 
proton MR images is performed by 
first generating normalized distance 
transforms to the lung boundaries for 
each lung mask. A deformation field is 
computed by using curvature regular-
ization to minimize the sum of squared 
differences between the normalized 
distance transforms for each modality. 
Nonlinear fluid registration of multimo-
dality pulmonary imaging has been pre-
viously reported to be superior to rigid 
registration (22).

Quantitative CT

Quantitative CT was performed with 
a 16-section scanner (Discovery 670; 
GE Healthcare) as part of the patient’s 
clinical work-up. Images were obtained 
60 seconds after intravenous adminis-
tration of contrast material with the 
following parameters: 1.25-mm-thick 
sections, 50–400 smart mA current, 
120-kV voltage, 1.25-mm tube collima-
tion, and 0.938 beam pitch.

Quantitative CT was performed dur-
ing suspended inspiration after inhalation 
of 1.0-L oxygen via a Tedlar bag from 
FRC to ensure lung volumes were as sim-
ilar to those at hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging as possible. Subjects underwent 
breath-hold training by radiographer in-
struction to ensure reproducibility. No 
data were acquired in expiration.

Quantitative CT Analysis

Quantitative CT scans were analyzed 
by using PTK to determine percentage 
emphysema on a whole-lung and lobar 
basis. The extent of emphysema was as-
sessed by using the %LAA.

Quantitative CT scans were also an-
alyzed by using commercially available 
software (Thoracic VCAR; GE Health-
care) to measure average lumen diame-
ter and wall area for third- to sixth-gener-
ation airways (Fig 2). To reduce technical 

to apply lung and lobar boundaries from 
CT data to 129Xe MR images. Direct reg-
istration between CT and 129Xe MR im-
ages is challenging owing to the difficulty 
in identifying lung boundaries and other 
anatomic features from 129Xe MR imag-
ing data. For this reason, registration is 
performed in two steps, with proton MR 
imaging as an intermediate stage. Proton 
MR imaging provides an ideal intermedi-
ate stage because the lung inflation pro-
tocol can be matched, which enables im-
ages to be rigidly registered to 129Xe MR 
imaging data by using image meta-data, 
and the visible lung boundaries can be 
used to perform a nonrigid registration 
with CT data.

Hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging 
ventilation and ADC data were saved 
into the image space for analysis. ADCs 
per pixel were calculated according to 
a published formula (10). PTK incor-
porates a graphical user interface that 
first completes automated segmen-
tation of the lungs on CT and proton 
MR images and the lobes on CT data. 
The segmented lung masks are used to 
perform an intermodal registration that 
allows the CT lobe masks to be regis-
tered to proton and 129Xe MR imaging. 
This enables the computation of lobar 
masks on proton MR images and, sub-
sequently, 129Xe MR images, which are 
then used to establish lobar ventilation 
and ADC maps. The accuracy of image 
registration was ensured by confirming 
a volume overlap index (Dice index) of 
more than 0.8.

The method for automated segmen-
tation of the lungs from proton MR im-
ages comprises an initialization based 
on three-dimensional region growing 
with an adaptive threshold. Contour 
refinement is then performed for each 
coronal section by using a two-dimen-
sional level-set algorithm with an image 
gradient force, a region-based speed 
term, and curvature regularization.

The algorithm used for automated 
CT lung segmentation is based on a 
region-growing method with a global 
threshold to extract the initial lung 
region (19), followed by left and right 
lung separation and boundary refine-
ment (20)—both of which have been 
validated in the literature.
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imaging average ADC showed correla-
tion with lobar quantitative CT–derived 
%LAA (r = 20.32, P , .001 and r = 
0.75, P , .0001, respectively) (Fig 5). 
There was no correlation between lo-
bar 129Xe MR imaging parameters and 
lobar quantitative CT Pi10 (Table 2).

Descriptive statistics for 129Xe MR 
imaging– and quantitative CT–derived 
metrics according to pulmonary lobe 
are provided in Table 3.

Whole-lung 129Xe MR imaging–de-
rived average ADC showed moderate 
correlation with percentage predicted 
TLCO (r = 20.61, P , .005) and percent-
age predicted FRC (r = 0.47, P , .05). 

serious adverse events. Hyperpolarized 
129Xe diffusion-weighted MR imaging 
was not performed in one patient owing 
to xenon coil failure. Data analysis for 
129Xe diffusion-weighted MR imaging 
was therefore completed in 21 patients. 
Images from 129Xe MR ventilation imag-
ing and quantitative CT were success-
fully obtained in all patients. Reproduc-
ibility 129Xe MR ventilation imaging was 
completed in 11 patients. Example 129Xe 
MR ventilation and diffusion-weighted 
images and data analyses are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4.

Lobar 129Xe MR imaging percentage 
ventilated volume and lobar 129Xe MR 

.05 was considered indicative of a sta-
tistically significant difference.

Bland-Altman statistics were used 
to determine the reproducibility of 
129Xe MR ventilation imaging. The 
mean, standard deviation, mean dif-
ference, 95% limits of agreement, and 
coefficient of repeatability for 129Xe MR 
lobar ventilated volume (in percentage) 
were established for the 11 patients 
who completed reproducibility imaging.

Results

Hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging was 
well tolerated by all patients, with no 

Figure 2

Figure 2: Method used to quantify lobar airway wall thickness from quantitative CT by using Pi10. (a) Image shows three-dimension-

al airway segmentation derived from volumetric CT data. (b) Axial CT image shows measurement of average airway diameter and wall 

area. (c) Regression line used to determine Pi10 for each lobe of lung. LLL = left lower lobe, LUL = left upper lobe, RLL = right lower 

lobe, RML = right middle lobe, RUL = right upper lobe.
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hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging and 
demonstrated moderate correlation 
with lobar lung anatomy (quantitative 
CT) and global functional transfer capa-
bility (TLCO). Although previous studies 
have shown the feasibility of hyperpo-
larized gas imaging to determine global 
functional parameters of the lung, 
translation of this technique from aca-
demic to routine clinical application has 
been limited to date. Accurate lobar 
quantification of hyperpolarized 129Xe 
MR imaging is particularly relevant to 
the field of respiratory medicine with 
emerging regional treatments not ade-
quately assessed with standard whole-
lung methods. These 129Xe MR imaging 
lobar analyses offer the potential for 

of differences between repeated lobar 
129Xe MR ventilated volume percent-
age measurements to lie within the 
95% limits of agreement. There are 
two outliers. Reproducibility statistics 
calculated from paired hyperpolarized 
129Xe MR ventilation imaging included 
the mean lobar ventilated volume per-
centage ± standard deviation (77.12% 
6 1 6.55), the mean difference (5.63%, 
95% limits of agreement: 212.43% to 
23.69%), and the coefficient of repeat-
ability (18.06).

Discussion

In this study, we generated lobar venti-
lation and ADC measurements by using 

Whole-lung quantitative CT–derived 
%LAA showed a similar correlation with 
percentage predicted TLCO (r = 20.65, P 
, .005) and near statistically significant 
correlation with percentage predicted 
FRC (r = 0.39, P = .072). There was poor 
correlation between whole-lung 129Xe 
MR imaging–derived percentage venti-
lated volume and PFT metrics (Table 4
). There was a similar weak correlation 
between whole-lung quantitative CT–de-
rived Pi10 and PFT metrics (r = 20.34 
to 0.24, P = .13–.86) (Table 4). There 
was no correlation between any imaging 
parameters and spirometric indexes (r = 
20.37 to 0.24, P = .092–.29) (Table 4).

The Bland-Altman plots of 
agreement (Fig 6) show the majority 

Figure 3

Figure 3: (a) Coronal hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation image in healthy volunteer shows homogeneous signal intensity distribution. (b–f) Coronal hyperpolarized 
129Xe MR ventilation images in patients with COPD demonstrate typical regions absent of signal intensity or of low signal intensity known as “ventilation defects” and 

corresponding to obstructed airflow.
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MR imaging–derived ADCs in patients 
with a

1
-antitrypsin deficiency and lobar 

hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging–de-
rived ventilated volume percentage in 
patients with asthma. This work may 
also enable the stratification of patients 
and help determine suitability for spe-
cific regional pulmonary treatments.

The lobar percentage ventilated vol-
umes and average lobar ADC values as 
assessed with hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging showed statistically significant 
correlation with quantitative CT–de-
rived emphysema. These findings are 
consistent with those from the study 
by Kirby et al (25), who investigated 
hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging and 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation 

lobar ventilation and ADC measures 
with use of hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging have not been previously de-
termined. In this study, we derived 
ventilation and ADC values per lobe 
with 129Xe MR imaging after auto-
mated nonrigid registration to proton 
MR imaging and quantitative CT. The 
software used to generate lobar 129Xe 
MR imaging measures has a graphical 
user interface that offers the potential 
for incorporation into the clinical work-
flow and making the technique trans-
latable to other respiratory centers. 
Furthermore, lobar 129Xe MR imaging 
measures could be used to evaluate 
treatment in other obstructive diseases, 
for example lobar hyperpolarized 129Xe 

improved description of COPD regional 
functional heterogeneity and assess-
ment for regional treatments such as 
lung volume reduction surgery or endo-
bronchial valve placement. Unlike CT, 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging does 
not expose patients to radiation and 
may also be performed repeatedly, po-
tentially immediately after an interven-
tion to determine its efficacy. This may 
enable early treatment modifications 
or allow clinicians to inform patients of 
the likely success of their intervention.

The feasibility of regional venti-
lation including lobar measures with 
3He MR imaging in healthy volunteers 
and subjects with asthma has been re-
ported (15,16), but, to our knowledge, 

Figure 4

Figure 4: Data analysis of coronal quantitative CT scans and hyperpolarized 129Xe ventilation and diffusion-weighted MR images in patient 

with COPD. (a) Emphysema density map from quantitative CT. Colored regions correspond to lung voxels with attenuation less than 2950 HU. 

(b) Hyperpolarized 129Xe MR ventilation image coregistered to proton MR image. (c) Three-dimensional hyperpolarized 129Xe MR image of lobar 

ventilation. (d) Hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging–derived ADC map (31026 m2/sec). (e) Hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging–derived ADC map 

coregistered to segmented lobes from quantitative CT. (f) Three-dimensional hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging–derived lobar ADC map.
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accounts for disease heterogeneity, and 
can be easily performed at the same 
lung volume for all patients, that is, 
FRC plus 1.0 L of hyperpolarized 129Xe 
gas. Conversely, spirometry only pro-
vides a global measure of lung function 
and depends on external factors includ-
ing patient effort, which may confound 
results. There are conflicting reports 
within the literature regarding the re-
lationship between hyperpolarized gas 
imaging and spirometry. Woodhouse 
et al (29) showed no relationship be-
tween hyperpolarized 3He MR venti-
lation imaging and spirometry. Other 
investigators have reported a signifi-
cant correlation between spirometry 
and hyperpolarized 129Xe and 3He MR 
imaging–derived ventilation defect per-
centage (27,30). Similarly, contrasting 
significant correlations (31) and weak 
associations (30) between hyperpolar-
ized 3He MR imaging–derived ADC 
and spirometric measurements are 
published in the literature. These dis-
crepant results may be explained by the 
relatively small sample sizes included, 
the varying patient disease severity, 
and nonstandardized analysis methods 
ranging from manual to semiautomated 
segmentation.

There was no correlation between 
quantitative CT–derived Pi10 and 
other imaging parameters or spiromet-
ric measurements in our cohort. The 
small peripheral airways (,2 mm in 

of 0.056 cm2 sec21 6 0.008 for patients 
with COPD and emphysema. Whole-
lung average ADCs from our patients 
with COPD correlated with percentage 
predicted TLCO and percentage pre-
dicted FRC. Whole-lung quantitative 
CT–derived emphysema showed a sim-
ilar correlation with TLCO, providing 
evidence that hyperpolarized 129Xe MR 
imaging–derived ADC measurements 
reflect emphysematous destruction of 
the pulmonary microstructure. The re-
lationship between hyperpolarized gas 
MR imaging–derived ADC, quantitative 
CT–derived emphysema, and TLCO is es-
tablished in patients with and patients 
without COPD (26,28), in keeping with 
our results.

We did not demonstrate a correla-
tion between spirometric indexes and 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging mea-
surements. A possible explanation may 
be that 129Xe MR imaging provides re-
gional measurements of lung function, 

imaging in 10 subjects with COPD and 
showed significant correlation between 
regions of decreased hyperpolarized 
129Xe MR imaging–derived ventilation 
with quantitative CT–derived emphy-
sema but not quantitative CT–derived 
airway wall measurement. Significant 
correlation between hyperpolarized 3He 
MR imaging–derived ADC and quanti-
tative CT–derived emphysema has been 
similarly reported (26). The relation-
ship between whole-lung hyperpolar-
ized 129Xe MR imaging–derived ADC 
and quantitative CT–derived emphy-
sema in healthy volunteers and patients 
with COPD has also been demonstrated 
(27). Our results confirm these findings 
and extend correlations between hyper-
polarized 129Xe MR imaging and quanti-
tative CT on a lobar level.

The whole-lung average ADCs from 
our study population are consistent 
with those from the study by Kaushik 
et al (10), who reported a mean ADC 

Figure 5

Figure 5: Scatter plots show correlation between lobar imaging parameters. (a) Linear correlation between hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe MR imaging–derived ventilated 

volume and %LAA per pulmonary lobe. (b) Linear correlation between hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe MR imaging–derived mean ADC and %LAA per pulmonary lobe.

Table 2

Pearson Correlation of Lobar Imaging Parameters

Parameter

129Xe MR Imaging–derived Ventilated  

Volume 

129Xe MR Imaging–derived 

Average ADC*

Quantitative CT–derived %LAA 20.32 (.00061) 0.75 (7.7 3 10220)

Quantitative CT–derived Pi10 20.086 (.38) 20.051 (.61)

Note.—Data are correlation coefficients, with P values in parentheses.

* Data are available for only 21 patients.
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diameter) are attributed to the site of 
airflow limitation in COPD but are not 
readily resolved on CT scans. Previous 
pathology studies have shown that the 
disease process occurring in COPD af-
fects both large and small airways and, 
as such, measurements of large airways 
at quantitative CT could reflect the state 
of small airways (32). Nakano et al (33) 
supported this hypothesis by showing 
correlation of quantitative CT–derived 
airway dimensions of the upper lobe 
segmental bronchus with spirometry 
(33) and histologic examination (34). 
However, it has been reported that 
emphysema weakens the relationship 
between FEV

1
 and quantitative CT–de-

rived peripheral airway wall measure-
ments (35). Emphysema may cause a 
loss of airway tethering, attenuating pe-
ripheral airway dilatation during inspi-
ration (36) and subsequently reducing 
the accuracy of quantitative CT–derived 
airway wall measurements. It is plausi-
ble that Pi10, a measure derived from 
predominantly larger airways, may not 
accurately reflect the smaller peripheral 
airways in the presence of emphysema, 
which would explain why this parame-
ter did not correlate with spirometric or 
hyperpolarized 129Xe MR imaging mea-
surement in our cohort. Furthermore, 
evaluation of more than 4000 smokers 
with and without COPD showed poor 
correlation of Pi10 with spirometry and 
quantitative CT–derived emphysema 
(37), which is consistent with our cur-
rent findings.

This study has a number of lim-
itations. Despite the relatively small 
sample size, our study cohort included 
subjects that comprise most clinically 

Table 4

Pearson Correlation of Whole-Lung Imaging and PFT Parameters

PFT Parameter

129Xe MR Imaging–derived  

Ventilated Volume

129Xe MR Imaging–

derived Average ADC*

Quantitative  

CT–derived %LAA

Quantitative  

CT–derived Pi10

FEV
1

† 0.082 (.72) 20.15 (.51) 20.20 (.37) 0.24 (.29)

FEV
1
/FVC 0.097 (.67) 20.37 (.092) 20.22 (.32) 0.040 (.86)

RV/TLC 20.12 (.59) 20.094 (.68) 20.052 (.82) 20.27 (.23)

FRC† 0.11 (.64) 0.47 (.026) 0.39 (.072) 20.34 (.13)

TLCO
† 0.14 (.52) 20.61 (.0024) 20.65 (.0012) 0.13 (.56)

Note.—Data are correlation coefficients, with P values in parentheses. FEV
1
 is the prebronchodilator value. FVC = forced 

expiratory vital capacity, RV/TLC = residual volume expressed as percentage of total lung capacity.

* Data are available for only 21 patients.

† Percentage predicted.

Figure 6

Figure 6: Bland-Altman agreement plot shows reproducibility of lobar hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe MR  

imaging–derived ventilated volume generated with automated PTK analysis tool acquired in 11 patients.  

Solid line indicates mean absolute difference. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence interval of  

mean difference (limits of agreement).

Table 3

Descriptive Statistics of Imaging Parameters according to Pulmonary Lobe

Parameter RUL RML RLL LUL LLL

129Xe MR imaging–derived ventilated volume (%) 74.81 6 13.94 85.52 6 11.25 79.06 6 19.59 76.88 15.51 80.67 6 13.29
129Xe MR imaging–derived average ADC (31026 m2/sec)* 5.05 6 1.41 4.52 6 1.12 4.66 6 1.25 4.98 6 1.50 4.55 6 1.26

Quantitative CT–derived %LAA† 6.62 (0.84, 21.89) 7.06 (0.50, 12.03) 4.05 (0.45, 11.81) 6.90 (1.11, 15.87) 3.20 (0.41, 9.3)

Quantitative CT–derived Pi10 (mm) 6.17 6 0.92 6.82 6 2.06 6.42 6 1.14 6.04 6 0.96 5.84 6 0.97

Note.—Except where indicated, data are means 6 standard deviations. LLL = left lower lobe, LUL = left upper lobe, RLL = right lower lobe, RML = right middle lobe, RUL = right upper lobe.

* Data are available for only 21 patients.

† Numbers in parentheses are the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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